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CONTROLLING INTERESTS: FILM VIDEO
CONTROLLING

INTERESTS  

is a pre-election dayfilm
and video series which

explores the persuasive use

ofmedia as rt way of
mabitaining power,

encouraging or gg

discouraging particular
behaviors, eliminating
cultural. sociological, and

political dhfference.
stressing patriotism and

nationalism, and, in the

U.S. in particular, selling
products and encouraging

consumption. Watch it

before you vote on
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ABOVE The Wonderful Horrible Life ofLent Rejenstahl
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 7, 8:00 pm
Rick Prelinger in Person
Elm archivist Rick Prelinger will present a series of short educational and

propaganda Elms from the 1940s and 1950s conceming Persuasion and

Propaganda, including: A Day of Thanksgiving (1951, 14 min.), in the midst of

the Cold War a family too poor to afford a Thanksgiving turkey counts its

blessings and decides that it`s not what's on the dinner table that is important but

the freedom under which we cat it; Destination Earth (1954, 14 min.), a Martian

visitor to Earth discovers the secret to the planet's prosperity is free enterprise
and cheap oil; when the information is disseminated around Mars, with its

centrally located command economy, a revolution ensues; The Door to Heaven

(ca. 1940, 10 min.), a religious film produced for the Scriptures Visualized

Institute; Conquer By The Clock (1943, 8 min.), threeparables about laziness,

carelessness, and malfeasance on the homefront, equating patriotic conduct with

industrial productivity; My Japan (ca. 1945) is introduced and narrated by a

grinning Caucasian who pretends to be Japanese and employs racist polemics,
disturbing imagery and distanced irony to spur Americans toward greater

production and a more bloodthirsty fighting spirit; Preversionfor Profit (ca
1962, 28 min.), an anti-pomography film produced by Charles Keating (of the

S&L scandal) for Citizens for Decent Literature, links homosexuality, violent

crime, the Communist conspiracy, and Satzm!

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 8, 8:00 pm
Rick Prelinger In Person

Prelinger presents another series of archival films dealing with Politics.

Despotism (1945, 10 min.) uses a sliding, thermometer-like animated scale to

indicate the degree of democracy or despotism in a country; Inside Crackle

Corner (1951, 10 min.), a cartoon on the essential goodness and freedom

associated with free enterprise and the evils of collectivism; Tuesday in

November (1944, 17 min.), a pseudo documentary of the 1944 general election

made for overseas audiences, dramatizes both the participation of citizens in the

electoral process and the campaign for the Presidency, linking the two threads

into a quasi-religious quest characterized by unchallenged belief, ritualistic

behavior and culminating in a may announcement before a large crowd; Whatit

Means to be an American ( 1951, 20 min.), one of Emily Benton Frith's many

films dealing with what we would now call "family values"; How to Lose What

We Have (1953, 14 min.), a vision of a communist takeover of America; Social

Chss in America (1957, 16 min.), this sociology lesson breaks through
educational film taboo by speaking directly about social class ("these three

babies are equal under the law, but they are not equal in terms of class..."), thus

shocking the ears with frankness.

In U HITCIQTC OUTER!

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14, 8:00 pm _

The Last Bolshevik (Chris Marker, 1993, 116 video)
1nThe Last Bolshevik, French filmmaker Chris Marker (Le Jetée, Sans Soleil)

incorporates his rueful, witty letters to the marginalized Soviet director

Alexander Medvekin, and captures the commitment, energy, struggles, illusions,
and disillusions of a believing-but never naive-Bolshevik. Although the Soviet

bureacracy suppressed and smeared his works, Medvekin believed to the end

that communism held the hope of happiness for all people. Marker collages clips
from Medvedkin's films and interviews with friends, young filmmakers and

scholars for whom his work is a revelation.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 15, 8:00 pm
The Last Bolshevik (Chris Marker, 1993, 116 video)
(See October 14) _

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21, 8:00 pm
The Diamond Empire (Go-produced by WGBH-TV and

BBC, Australian Broadcasting Corp. (ABC), 1994, 90 min., video)
Central to the diamond's role as a romantic symbol is the belief that diamonds

are a rare and precious commodity. This myth was strategically cultivated and

maintained for over a century-initially through the rapid colonization of

diamond mines and later through advertising campaigns aimed at the American

middle class. The Diamond Empire tracks the global reach of one family, the

Oppenheimers of South Africa, who comered the intemational supply of

diamonds and developed one of the world's most powerful cartels to control the

marketing and pricing of the gem-stones.
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 22 , 8:00 pm
Satellite Dreaming
(llvo Burum, Tony Dowmut, 1993, 60 video)

Saputi (Fish Traps)
(Zacharias Kunuk, 1992. 30 min, video)
Television is increasingly seen as a homogenizing global force, a threat to

cultural difference, and as a colonizing tool. Satellite Dreaming documents

the experience of an Australian Aboriginal group which challenged this

paradigm, won a commercial satellite license against heavy political odds, but

has since been unable to sustain programming for economic reasons. The tape
features Aboriginal work on the city-based national networks and at local

stations in remote desert communities where indigenous people are using T.V.

to maintain and extend their owm culture. Part of the award winning series,
Channels ofResistance, produced for Channel 4 in the U.K.; Saputi (Fish
Traps) : In the 1930s, motion picture technologies were introduced to Northem

Alaskan peoples who were to become the subjects of Western documentaries/

dramas. Assisted by members of his community, Kunuk reflects back upon
this ethnographic moment with humor and vitality, reenacting traditional

fishing episodes from a contemporary Inuit perspective.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 28, 9:15 pm
Strictly Propaganda
(Wolfgang Kissel, 1992. 94 min., video)
Through official newsreels, educational films. and other materials produced
by the East German govemment, Strictly Propaganda presents forty years of

Communist propaganda in the German Democratic Republic from World War

ll to the fall of the Berlin Wall four years ago. The now-hilarious, cold war-era

footage features beaming workers and happy children, including the Young
Pioneers, the youth branch of the Communist Party; one film has border guards
"running to embrace refugees as they flee across the border from the

'meroenary' West;" another explains the,Ber1in Wall as a means of "self-

protection" against capitalist decadence.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 29, 7:15 pm
Strictly Propaganda
(Wolfgang Kissel, 1992, 94 min., video) (See October 28)

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER S,
2:30, 6:00 St 9:30 pm
The Wonderful, Horrible Lyfe ofLeni Rehenstahl
(Ray Miiller, 181 min, 1993)

Ray Mtiller's acclaimed documentary of German filmmaker Leni Reifenstahl,
the creator of the most effective propaganda film ever made,Triumph of The

Will (1934), which chronicled the sixth Nazi Party Congress at Nuremberg.
Although she received the full support of Adolf Hitler, Reifenstahl never

actually joined the Nazi Party, and, at age 90. she finally addresses on film her

association with the Third Reich.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 2:30 SI 6:00 pm
The Wonderful, Horrible LW ofLeni Redenstahl
(Ray MiiIIer,18l min,1993) (See November 5)

CONSUMING PASSIONS: FOOD'ART°CULTURE
EXHIBITIONS:

This exhibition is a collaborative, twosite exhibition which brings together
contemporary artists and folk artists to look at the world of food. Continuing
through October at Hallwalls and the Castellani An Museum of Niagara
University.

Hallwalls Castellani Art Museum

through October 29 of Niagara University
Michael Bramwell thy-gugh October-30

Millie CIICII   
Sm' Ed" Johnaum Rosen
Eva Mem Peter Anton

Rebecca Howland
George Ancona

Sarah E' Webb Madonna Dunbar
Ame Lopez Marion Faller

Stephen J. Shanabrook
Nancy Ghemer

Christina Daphne Tryforos Tom Huff
   Jolene 

Ted GIIISOH Loren Tent
Gordon Simpson Andy Yoder

FILM/VIDEO:
In conjunction with the gallery show, Consuming Passions: Food ° Art ° Culture.

Hallwalls and the Castellarti Art Museum will host this film and video program.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 28, 8:00 pm
Screening at the Castellani Art Museum ofNiagara University
FREE ADMISSION

Consuming/Passion (Elise mmm, 1984, 6.5 mm., mmm)

Eat (Michael I-loolboom. 1989, 15 min., l6mrn)

Fruit-i-tide (Jody Lafond, 1983, 10 min., video)

Production Notes (Jason Simon, 1986, 60 video)
'This film and video component of Consuming Passions, held in conjunction
with the gallery exhibition, features four works which probe issues surrounding
food and consumption. Elise Friedman's Consuming/Passion is a semi-

autobiographical, experimental narrative about a young woman who toms to

food when her searches for love and happiness are unsuccessful. Michael

Hoolboom's Eat "is a commentary on the consumptive aspects of North

American culture" layering images of food, advertising, pornography,
explosions, and early Lumiere films with two distinct narrative audio threads

and other sounds. (Continued next column)

(Continuedfrom previous column) Buffalo video maker Jody Lafond`s Fruit-

i-cule is a simple satire on the slice and dice of genre film. Every day millions

of pieces of fruit are chopped, cut, sliced and smashed. The traditional

fruit=women comparison cannot be ignored. Jason Simons Production Notes

deconstructs seven television atk by means of repetition, slow motion and the

reading of "production notes," memos sent from the advertising agency to the

production company prior to filming the spots-notes that describe the

intentions, desires, strategies, and ideology of the commercials and their

creators. Co-sponsored by Castellani Art Museum of Niagara University.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 29, 9:00 pm
Screening at Hallwalls, $6 general public. $5 students/seniors, $4 members

Consuming/Passion (Elsie Friedman, 1984, 6.5 min., lomm)

Eat (Michael Hoolboom, 1989, 15 min., 16mm)

Ffull-i-Cid? (Jody Lafond, 1983, 10 min., video)

Production Notes (Jason Simon. 1986, 60 min., video)

(See October 28 for film and video descriptions)
PLUS: BAKE OFF AND EXHIBITION CLOSE-OUT PARTY

FOLLOWING THE SCREENINGS

CALL SARA KELLNER AT 835-7362 FOR DETAILS ON

ENTERING TI-IIS EXCITING CONTEST!
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